an anthem properly expressing some measure of their regard for their Alma Mater.

Now that next year's Tech Shows begin, I think the true spirit of creation, we hope that this idea of writing a last song will be conceived in the minds of the playwrights with an beginnings. Certainly they can hope to win no honors greater than that of composing what may become Tech's great song. And so, too, the "oblivion into which Tech Shows of the past have fallen," and supply the want of an anthem, they may leave behind them a live and honorable memory of themselves as authors of a splendid song. Here is an idea which presents a challenge to all those who have the power of producing this service; we hope the call will remain unanswered.

COMMUNICATIONS

To the Editor of THE TECH:

In a recent issue of THE TECH there appeared a communication from Stuart Nixon regarding the new society connected with the Musical Club. For the benefit of our readers, here is this communication in full:

I hope that this communication will explain to the student body and others interested in the new society what its purposes are and that it will be successful in accomplishing said purpose.

R. C. RUNDLET

Receive Telegram from President-Elect Nichols

In reply to a telegram of congratulations sent to President-elect Nichols of the Institute by the Cosmopolitan Club Association having had a delightful telegram of greeting from Mr. A. H. Rodriguez, of the Republic of Chile, congratulating him on his election as President of the Cosmopolitan Club Association, we hope that this idea of sending congratulations to the members of the Musical Club and the other organizations on this occasion will be successful in accomplishing said purpose.

R. W. BRACE

Scout's Spring Topcoats

For women of scarcity for Clubwomen's Spring Tours in Europe, we want to mention the Scout's Spring Topcoats. These topcoats are designed to give the best possible protection against the elements, while still maintaining a stylish and practical appearance. They are available in a variety of colors and styles to suit different tastes and needs.

Mrs. Mary Brown

M.D.

Mrs. Brown is a noted expert in the field of women's topcoats for Spring Tours. She recommends this particular type of topcoat as being especially well suited for Clubwomen's Spring Tours. These topcoats are manufactured with the highest quality materials and craftsmanship, ensuring durability and comfort for the wearers.

Miss A. I. DARLING

Typevertising Multigraphing

Addressing and Meaning

Wide experience in scientific work of all kinds. Does all work at machines. Accurate and neat work.

1388 Massachusetts Avenue

ROOMS 3 and 8

MARSHALL SQUARE, CAMBRIDGE

Telephone Cambridge 894-
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